Basic Zapper . . .

Thank you for your Zapper purchase from Raw Synergy. The basic zapper is designed to be conveniently worn against the skin—under clothing, mainly. Women often put it under a bra’s vertical strap; men often put it in a sock at the ankle. Many wear it on a shoulder while sitting or driving. Some drop it into the shirt to wear at the waist, where the shirt is tucked in. You can also wear it in an elastic tennis wrist sweatband. We advise against using an Ace Bandage because you need to be able to easily and quickly move it to another location if it starts to tingle.

The zapper may start to tingle after a few minutes when you’re acidic and if you don’t move it, you may get a small, cauterized hole in the skin where the disc (emitter) closer to the switch is. In that case, the acid in the bloodstream has evidently collected under the other (ground) disc, creating slightly more amperage through the skin from the first disc. Moving the zapper keeps that acid moving. We assume acid in the body is mainly excreted by pathogenic organisms (parasites: fungi, viruses, bacteria, worms) so when you kill all these with the zapper the acid is no longer acidic, simply stated.

All the bad bacteria in the body are evidently killed within the first few minutes. Zappers seem to encourage the growth of good bacteria. Viruses that are free in the blood and other fluids are also killed quickly but to entirely rid the body of a virus one needs to zap at least three weeks, since viruses hide inside cells and are only exposed to the electric current from a zapper when they emerge to replicate in the blood and other fluids. Three weeks is the life cycle of any virus. Fungi may take days, weeks, or months to eradicate since they often exist in layers. Worms in the organs seem to be destroyed the first day but worms in the intestines may take up to a week of constant zapping to be rid of.

The only place on the body where you will never get stung while acidic are the palms and soles. Many people like to hold the zapper in their palms during sleep and it’s easy to keep holding it through the night because the energy feels good. Zapping at night is a nice boost for the body’s restorative/repair functions, too. A body will not become dependent on zapping.

We suggest that the way to get the most out of your battery-powered zapper is to wear it continuously for 30 days or so, then wear it each night. The health benefits of zapping will reveal themselves over a period of years, though you may find the results in the first few days to be most astonishing, assuming that you’re fairly body-aware. Otherwise, I think it’s a good idea to immediately put the zapper on when even the slightest sickness symptom begins. The sooner you’ll zap, the sooner the symptom is likely to disappear. The longer a symptom occurs, the more damage is being done to the body and damage requires some time to repair.

If you want to zap during sleep, it’s best to wear the zapper on palm of the hand or sole of the foot because those areas will not be affected by tingle, requiring you to move the zapper, even when you’re acidic. Zapping evidently alkalizes you.

This is the smallest convenient zapper on the market and it easily fits in a pocket with your change so there’s no reason not to keep it on hand.

The more you use the zapper, the sooner you’ll likely become properly alkaline. It’s perfectly safe to wear it around the clock and it’s absolutely impossible to harm yourself with any battery-powered zapper; the current (five millionths of an amp in the body), is just too weak to do harm, though it’s strong enough to disintegrate all the parasites. Pregnant women and people with pacemakers can use any zapper safely, also newborns and extremely sick people.

The Basic Zapper uses a standard nine volt battery. Alkaline batteries last the longest. DuraCell and Energizer (in the U.S.) fit well in this zapper. Some brands are too ‘fat’ to allow the lid to close tightly.

Use ONLY fresh batteries. When the switch is turned on, the light will FLASH RAPIDLY.

If you like, you can test the zapper after changing the battery. If you don’t have a voltmeter, make sure the copper contacts are clean, then just touch both discs at the same time with your tongue when the switch is turned on and the red light is flashing. With a new battery, you’ll feel quite a strong tingle on your tongue.
***Please take care when you remove a battery! If you don’t you’re likely to break a wire. If you attempt to push the battery clip off from the side with your thumb, you may damage the plastic cover or loosen a wire. Very important - Don’t pull it off by grasping the wires! THE VERY BEST PROCEDURE is to use a very small flathead screwdriver to gently pry & lift both battery clips off the battery contacts. BE CAREFUL. Gently, yes gently, lift each metal clip off the battery. If you damage the cap or connectors, your zapper may not work, and might be costly to repair. Please be careful.

If you drop the zapper in water, just remove the battery immediately and drain the water out and let it dry completely. You may not damage the zapper if you follow that advice.

Basic Zapper maintenance:

We highly recommend changing your battery after every 96 hours of use, for maximum effect. We’ve found that batteries lose much of their power after 4 or 5 days. The zapper will still work, just not as effectively. We use and recommend Energizer 9V batteries, available in single use and rechargeable options. The Zapper LED light will flash rapidly when switch is turned on.

Also, it’s very important that you keep your copper contacts clean. We use and recommend Living Clay brand Calcium Bentonite Clay for the safest, most efficient cleaning.

Now available: Safe, Natural, Non-Toxic Calcium Bentonite Clay copper contact cleaner. Convenient 4 Oz Squeeze Bottle (12 month supply) Available at rawsynergy.com.

Use your Living Clay Copper Contact Cleaner sparingly. Just a drop or two on a soft, non-abrasive cloth. Clean gently, wipe with a soft, moist cloth, and then dry. Safe, Natural, Non-Toxic. Shake well before each use.

Please DO NOT use any lemon juice or vinegar solution. The manufacturer has advised that lemon juice and vinegar will corrode the copper contacts. If you prefer to use a commercial copper cleaner, Wright’s is the least toxic of the commercial brands.

As your body detoxes, it tarnishes the copper discs, and REDUCES the zappers effect, so cleaning is VERY important to make sure you are getting the best contact and results from your Zapper.

After zapper use, batteries still retain plenty of power to run an alarm clock, or most any home appliance. Please remember to recycle batteries responsibly. DO NOT throw them in the trash. To locate your nearest recycling center, please visit www.earth911.com, enter the term “single use batteries” and your zip code in the areas provided.

DISCLAIMER: The Basic Zapper is not intended for use in the cure, mitigation, treatment, or prevention of any disease; not intended to affect the structure of any function of the body; not intended for medical or therapeutic purpose. All information is for educational purposes only. The Basic Zapper has not been licensed by the FDA or AMA for use on humans, animals, or plants. Do not experiment with a zapper if pregnant or wearing a pace maker. Talk with a health professional before attempting any self health program.

Please note *The 9 volt battery is NOT included, so make sure to have plenty of 9 volt alkaline batteries on hand so you can install a fresh one when your Zapper battery gets low. Energizer brand seems to work the best.

**IMPORTANT - Check out the zapper videos at www.youtube.com/rawsynergytv for instructions regarding proper use, cleaning zapper contacts and replacing the battery.